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Abstract  Single-carrier (SC) signal has a low peak-to-average power ratio (PAPR) property. However, the PAPR of 
filtered SC signal increases if high-level modulation is applied. We have recently proposed a time-domain selected mapping 
(TD-SLM) which effectively reduces the PAPR of filtered SC signals by applying the binary phase rotation before transmit 
filtering, but the necessity of side-information decreases the spectrum efficiency (SE). In this paper, a TD-SLM with maximum 
likelihood (ML) joint blind identification of phase rotation pattern and data detection (hereafter joint blind identification and 
detection) is introduced. Unlike the frequency-domain SLM (FD-SLM), polyphase rotations are used in order to allow the 
blind detection. Performance evaluation of the proposed TD-SLM with joint blind identification and detection is done by 
computer simulation assuming uncoded filtered SC block signal transmission in aspects of PAPR, bit-error rate (BER) and 
throughput to show that no significant degradation is caused in the BER performance.                                        

Keyword Single-carrier (SC) transmission, peak-to-average power ratio (PAPR), selective mapping (SLM), 
frequency-domain equalization (FDE) 

1. Introduction
Single-carrier (SC) transmission with frequency-domain 

equalization (FDE) [1] is a robust transmission technique 
in a frequency-selective fading channel [2], while its 
transmit waveform has low peak-to-average power ratio 
(PAPR) [3]. Transmit filtering is typically applied to 
SC-FDE for band-limiting the transmit signal, but the use 
of transmit filtering increases the PAPR of SC-FDE [4], 
[5]. Therefore, PAPR reduction of filtered SC-FDE signal 
remains an important issue. A PAPR reduction technique 
based on phase rotation called selected mapping (SLM) is 
very attractive since it is a distortionless technique 
providing effective PAPR reduction [6].  

We have recently proposed SLM-based PAPR reduction 
techniques for SC-FDE, where the phase rotation is 
applied either in frequency domain or time domain [7], [8]. 
In frequency-domain based SLM (FD-SLM) [7], the phase 
rotation is applied between discrete Fourier transform 
(DFT) and inverse DFT (IDFT). In time-domain based 
SLM (TD-SLM) [8], the phase rotation is applied directly 
to data-modulated transmit block before transmit filtering. 
It is shown in [7], [8] that both SLM techniques can 
effectively reduce the PAPR of filtered SC-FDE. TD-SLM 
better reduces the PAPR than FD-SLM for the same 
number of phase rotation pattern candidates. BER 
performance can be preserved as the same as conventional 
SC-FDE, but transmitting side-information is required [9].                                    

Blind signal detection based on maximum likelihood 
(ML) [10] provides good detection performance without 
sending side-information. Its complexity can be further 
reduced by using shared phase-rotation codebook for 

limiting the number of phase rotation pattern candidates. 
The ML blind detection with shared phase-rotation 
codebook was proposed for orthogonal frequency division 
multiplexing (OFDM) with SLM [11] and SC-FDE using 
FD-SLM [12], where those blind detection schemes 
achieve similar BER to that with ideal side-information 
sharing. However, the blind detection for SC-FDE using 
TD-SLM is still undetermined; in addition, the blind 
detection in [11], [12] cannot be applied straightforwardly 
to TD-SLM. 

In this paper, the joint blind identification of phase 
rotation patterns and data detection (hereinafter joint blind 
identification and detection) for SC-FDE using TD-SLM is 
our main focus. We firstly describe the reasons showing 
that the proposed blind detection in [11], [12] cannot be 
used directly. Then we introduce the TD-SLM technique 
with ML blind detection for SC-FDE. Unlike the blind 
detection in FD-SLM, de-mapping and Euclidean distance 
calculation are both carried out in time domain. Polyphase 
rotations are implemented in TD-SLM instead of binary 
phase rotation in order to allow the blind detection. 
Performance evaluation of proposed blind detection is 
done by computer simulation in terms of PAPR, BER and 
throughput. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 
introduces the TD-SLM algorithm with polyphase 
rotations. Section 3 shows the transmitter model of 
SC-FDE using TD-SLM. Section 4 shows the receiver 
model with joint blind identification and detection. 
Section 5 provides simulation performances, and Section 6 
concludes the paper. 
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Fig.1 TD-SLM algorithm.

2. TD-SLM algorithm 
Assuming that an Nc-length time-domain transmit block 

is represented by a vector s=[s(0),s(1),…,s(Nc 1)]T, PAPR 
of the time-domain transmit signal calculated over an 
oversampled transmission block is expressed by  

,
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VV

nns c
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where V is oversampling factor. TD-SLM algorithm 
considered in this paper is similar to the algorithm in [8], 
where its signal processing is illustrated by Fig. 1.  

A set of U different Nc Nc diagonal matrices 
representing phase rotation Pu=diag[Pu(0),…,Pu(Nc 1)], 
u=0 U 1 is defined. Pu is multiplied to time-domain 
data-modulated transmit block d=[d(0),…,d(Nc 1)]T,
which is different from FD-SLM in [6], [7], then obtaining 
the time-domain transmit candidate du=Pud. In [8], the 
phase rotation pattern candidates are set to be Pu(n)=±1,
n=0 Nc 1 and are generated from 4095-bit pseudonoise 
sequence, except the phase rotation matrix for the first 
pattern is set to be an Nc Nc identity matrix 

cNI  as a 
representative of original transmit block. However, the use 
of binary phase rotation causes false detection when the 
joint blind identification and detection is applied at the 
receiver, and hence the polyphase rotations should be 
applied instead. In this paper, we use the polyphase 
rotation pattern candidates which are randomly generated 
as },,{)( )3/2()3/2(0 jjj

u eeenP , n=0 Nc 1, u=1 U 1. The 
details about phase rotation pattern design are discussed in 
Section 4. 

All time-domain transmit candidates du are then passed 
through transmit signal processing (the details are 
described in Section 3). The instantaneous PAPR of 
time-domain transmit signal after processing 
su=[su(0),…,su(Nc 1)]T are calculated by referring (1), and 
the selected transmit signal T

cuuu Nss )]1(,),0([ ˆˆˆs  with 
the corresponding selected phase rotation pattern index û
is selected by the following criterion 

.)PAPR(minargˆ
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Fig.2 Transmission models of filtered SC-FDE with blind 

TD-SLM.

Note that the matrix and vector representations for 
transmit signal processing in (2) are described in more 
details in Section 3.     

3. SC-FDE Transmitter with TD-SLM 
Single-user Nc-length block transmission with Ng-length 

of cyclic prefix (CP) insertion is assumed. DFT and IDFT 
are employed for reaching frequency-domain processing, 
at which the transmit filtering can be simply done as 
one-tap multiplication. Transmitter model of filtered 
SC-FDE equipped with TD-SLM is illustrated by Fig. 2(a).   

A transmit block consisting of Nc data-modulated 
symbols d=[d(0),…,d(Nc 1)]T is used for generating U
transmit block candidates for TD-SLM du by applying 
different phase rotation patterns. The u-th transmit block 
candidate is expressed by                                   

,dPd uu  (3) 

where Pu represents phase rotation matrix and the 
generation of Pu(n) is already discussed in Section 2. Next, 
each transmit block candidate is transformed into 
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frequency domain, yielding frequency-domain transmit 
signal of the u-th candidate Du=[Du(0),…,Du(Nc 1)]T as  

,dPFD uNu c
 (4) 

where the Nc-point DFT matrix
cNF is expressed by 
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and its Hermitian transpose represents IDFT operation.  
Next, Du is multiplied by the transmit filtering matrix 

HT=diag[HT(0),…,HT(Nc 1)], yielding frequency-domain 
filtered signal Su=HTDu. Note that we apply the transmit 
filtering in frequency domain instead of in time domain 
since it can be applied as one-tap multiplication, which 
requires lower complexity compared to convolution. In 
addition, SRRC filter with roll-off factor =0 (i.e. ideal 
rectangular filter) is assumed for the transmit filtering.   

After that, Su is transformed back into time domain by 
Nc-point IDFT matrix H

N c
F . PAPR calculation is applied in 

order to search and selected the time-domain transmit 
signal with the lowest PAPR based on (2). The selected 
transmit signal based on TD-SLM is expressed by 

.ˆˆˆ dPFHFdFHFs uNT
H
NuNT

H
Nu cccc

 (6) 

Finally, the last Ng samples of transmit block are copied 
as CP and inserted into the guard interval (GI), then a 
CP-inserted signal block of Ng+Nc samples is transmitted. 

4. Receiver with Blind Detection 
Received signal representation and blind detection 

algorithm without side-information are described in this 
section. The ML blind detection has been proposed for 
OFDM [11] and SC-FDE with FD-SLM [12], however, the 
proposed blind detection in [11], [12] cannot be used 
straightforwardly in TD-SLM. The modification for 
allowing blind detection in TD-SLM is also introduced in 
this section. 

4.1 Received Signal Representation 
Receiver block diagram is illustrated by Fig. 2(b). The 

propagation channel is assumed to be a symbol-space 
L-path frequency-selective block fading channel [2], 
where its impulse response between transmitter and 
receiver is 
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where hl and l are complex-valued path gain and time 
delay of the l-th path, respectively. ( ) is the delta 
function. Time-domain signal vector after CP removal 

T
cNrr )]1(),...,0([r  is expressed by 
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where dPFHFs uNT
H
Nu cc ˆˆ  is obtained from (6), and n is 

noise vector in which element is zero-mean additive white 
Gaussian noise (AWGN) having the variance 2N0/Ts with 
Ts is symbol duration and N0 being the one-sided noise 
power spectrum density. Channel response matrix h is a 
circular matrix representing time-domain channel 
response, which is 
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The received signal vector ûr  is transformed into 
frequency domain by Nc-point DFT, obtaining the 
frequency-domain received signal R as 
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where the frequency-domain channel response Hc is 
defined as .)]1(),...,0([ cccc

H
NN NHHdiag

cc
HhFF

FDE based on minimum mean-square error criterion 
(MMSE-FDE) [1] is applied by multiplying the FDE 
matrix WR=diag[WR(0),…,WR(Nc 1)] to R, yielding the 
equalized signal RWR R

ˆ . The FDE weight at subcarrier 
k, WR(k), is derived so as to minimize the MSE between 
frequency-domain transmit vector ûS  and R, and is 
expressed by   

,
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where Hc(k) is the k-th element in the diagonal of Hc,
which corresponds to the frequency-domain channel gain 
at the k-th subcarrier. Note that WR(k) is independent from 
phase rotation pattern.  

The equalized signal is then transformed into time 
domain by Nc-point IDFT, yielding time-domain equalized 
signal vector before de-mapping T

cNrr )]1(ˆ),...,0(ˆ[r̂  as 
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where TcRc HHWH~  is the frequency-domain equivalent 
channel gain. The time-domain equalized signal at time 
index n, )(ˆ nr , can be expressed by 
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where )(~ nn  is the n-th element in nFWFn
cc NR

H
N

~ . It is 
seen that the first term in (13) represents the desired 
signal, where the second term and the third term are 
residual ISI and noise, respectively. 

In general, time-domain received vector before 
de-modulation T

cNdd )]1(ˆ,),0(ˆ[d̂ is obtained by 
applying de-mapping [8], which can be simply done by 
multiplying the Hermitian transpose of selected phase 
rotation matrix, i.e. rPd ˆˆ

ˆ
H

u . However, side-information 
transmission is required to let the receiver know the 
information of ûP . A signal detection for TD-SLM 
without information of ûP , i.e. blind detection, is 
introduced in the next subsection.    

4.2 Blind Detection Algorithm 
The joint blind identification and detection has been 

proposed for OFDM [11] and SC-FDE using FD-SLM [12]. 
In [12], received candidate generation is done in 
frequency domain, where the MSE calculation (which is 
equivalent to square Euclidean distance calculation) is 
done in time domain after IDFT. In [11], candidate 
generation and MSE calculation are both done in 
frequency domain. The blind detection described in this 
subsection is partially similar to that of [11], however, 
both candidate generation and MSE calculation are carried 
out in time domain instead. Note that the effect of residual 
ISI is not considered in [11]. 

The ML blind detection is used to estimate the 
time-domain received symbols T

cNdd )]1(
~

,),0(
~

[~d
with the corresponding selected phase rotation matrix vP .
Received symbols vector estimation is selected as the 
candidate providing the lowest MSE from r̂ , and the 
selection criterion can be expressed by the following 
equation.    
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where SLM is a set of possible phase rotation, which is 
assumed to be },,{ )3/2()3/2(0

SLM
jjj eee  in this paper. 

mod is a set of constellations for each modulation level, 
for example, },...,,{
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mod jjj  in 
case of 16-QAM.    

However, the blind detection in (14) requires very high 
computational complexity. The complexity can be simply 
reduced by using fixed set of phase rotation patterns, i.e. 
the set is once randomly generated and then is used for 
every transmission time. By using the fixed set and shared 
codebook between transceiver, (14) can be re-written as  
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The joint blind identification and detection in (15) can 
reduce the number of complex-valued multiplication from 

2
mod3 NNc

Nc  to )1( 2
modNNU c , where Nmod represents 

modulation level (2 for 4QAM, 4 for 16QAM and 6 for 
64QAM). It is also described in [11] by assuming OFDM 
transmission that the blind detection in (15) needs to meet 
the following criterions: 

The set of phase rotation patterns {Pu, u=0 U 1} is 
fixed for every transmit block and is known a priori.
c(n)Pu(n) mod for all n=0 Nc 1, u=0 U 1 and for a 
given c=[c(0),…,c(Nc 1)]T and c(n) mod. This 
criterion implies that the binary phase rotation 
(Pu(n)=±1) cannot be used. 

The first criterion is cleared by using a shared codebook. 
Even though the second criterion can be exempted in the 
blind detection for FD-SLM since de-mapping and MSE 
calculation are carried out in different domain, it needs to 
be accomplished in TD-SLM similar to that of OFDM 
transmission. 

It is known from [13] and [14] that the phase rotation 
should be randomized and uniformly distributed in [0,2 ). 
However, phase rotation distribution with the interval of 
2 /A when A is even number (e.g. if A=4, 

},,,{)( )4/6()4/4()4/2(0 jjjj
u eeeenP ) cannot be used since the 

criterion of c(n)Pu(n) mod is not met when the SC-FDE 
transmission with TD-SLM is considered. On the other 
hand, c(n)Pu(n) mod is accomplished when A is odd 
number, and hence the discrete, uniformly-distributed 
phase rotation },,{)( )3/2()3/2(0 jjj

u eeenP  (i.e. A=3) is 
selected to be used in the TD-SLM in this paper. 

In addition, Fig. 3 shows one-shot observation of rP ˆH
v

assuming SC-FDE with 16-QAM modulation at average 
received bit energy-to-noise power spectrum density ratio 
Eb/N0=20 dB, where Eb/N0=(1/Nmod)(Es/N0)(Nc/(Nc+Ng)). It 
is seen that rP ˆH

v  is very close to the original 16QAM 
signal constellations when uv ˆ , while most samples in 

rP ˆH
v  are slightly split from the original constellations 

when uv ˆ . This also implies that the blind detection in 
(15) has a potential to achieve high-accuracy detection 
when the received power is sufficiently high. 
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Table 1 Simulation parameters. 

Transmitter 
Data modulation 4QAM, 16QAM, 64QAM
FFT block size Nc = 256 

CP length Ng = 16
SLM

parameters 
Phase rotation  Polyphase (0 , ±120 )
# of candidates U = 1(no SLM) 512 

Channel
Fading Frequency-selective 

block Rayleigh 

Power delay profile Symbol-spaced, 
16-path uniform  

Receiver

Channel estimation Ideal 
Side-information 

detection  TD-SLM  Ideal 

FDE MMSE-FDE 

5. Performance Evaluation 
Numerical and simulation parameters are summarized in 

Table 1. We assume SC-FDE block transmission with the 
number of available subcarriers Nc=256. Oversampling 
factor is set to be V=8. System performances of the 
conventional SC-FDE, SC-FDE using TD-SLM (with 
side-information) and SC-FDE with blind TD-SLM are 
evaluated in terms of PAPR, BER and throughput. 

5.1 PAPR
PAPR performance is evaluated by measuring the PAPR 

value at complementary cumulative distribution function 
(CCDF) equals 10-3, called PAPR0.1%, where its definition 
is prob(PAPR(s) PAPR0.1%)=10-3.

Fig 4 shows the PAPR0.1% of SC-FDE using blind 
TD-SLM and conventional FD-SLM as a function of 
number of phase rotation pattern candidates (U). The 
performance of SC-FDE using FD-SLM is evaluated by 
referring [7]. The PAPR0.1% of conventional SC-FDE is 
shown at the place with U=0. It is seen that PAPR0.1%

decreases when U increases in both SLM approaches 
because of an increasing of degree of freedom, which 
results in higher probability to obtain the transmit 
waveform with lower PAPR among the candidates. 
SC-FDE using blind TD-SLM also achieves lower 
PAPR0.1% compared to FD-SLM in every U. The reason is 
already discussed in [8] as generating transmit block 
candidates in time domain directly transforms the “bad” 
arrangement of data-modulated symbols to another 
arrangement which possibly has lower PAPR [15]. In 
addition, PAPR0.1% of blind TD-SLM in Fig. 4 is same as 
in [8] even though the polyphase rotations are applied 
instead of binary phase rotation.  

5.2 BER performance 
Fig. 5 shows the BER as a function of average received 

Eb/N0 of SC-FDE using blind TD-SLM. BER performance 
of TD-SLM with ideal side-information detection at 
U=256 is also shown for comparison. Channel coding is 
not considered in this paper. It can be seen that BER 
performances degrade when U increases at low received 
Eb/N0 region. The above result can be described by 
referring Eqs. (13) and (15) and Section 4.2, as the effect 
from noise enhancement and residual ISI causes difficulty 
in phase rotation pattern estimation since the residual ISI 
and noise make rP ˆH

v  become apart from original 
constellations even though uv ˆ .

However, the BER performance of blind TD-SLM 
becomes similar to that of TD-SLM with ideal 
side-information detection when Eb/N0 8 dB for 4QAM 
and 64QAM, and Eb/N0 12 dB for 16QAM. The above 
results conclude that the proposed SC-FDE with blind 
TD-SLM and polyphase rotation can be used effectively 
when Eb/N0 is sufficiently high.        

5.3 Throughput Performance 
Throughput performance of SC-FDE using blind 

TD-SLM is evaluated as a function of peak transmit Es/N0,
where the throughput ( ) in bps/Hz is defined by [4] 

,
1

1
1

1)PER1(mod

c

SIg

N
NN

N  (16) 

where PER is packet-error rate and mod2 /)(log NUNSI

is the number of required side-information symbols. Peak 
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transmit Es/N0 is defined as a summation of average 
received Es/N0 and PAPR0.1%, and is considered since it 
refers to the required peak transmit power of a power 
amplifier (PA) [4]. 

Fig. 6 shows the average throughput of performances of 
conventional SC-FDE, SC-FDE using TD-SLM (with ideal 
side-information sharing) and SC-FDE using blind 
TD-SLM. Channel coding and packet retransmission are 
not considered in this paper. TD-SLM is set to achieve 
PAPR0.1% 6 dB, i.e. U equals 8 for 4QAM, 128 for 
16QAM and 256 for 64QAM. SC-FDE using TD-SLM with 
ideal side-information detection provides better 
throughput at low peak Es/N0 region compared to the 
SC-FDE without SLM because of lower PAPR, but the 
peak throughput slightly degrades. On the other hand, 
there is no degradation of peak throughput when the blind 
TD-SLM is applied, while the improvement of throughput 
at low peak Es/N0 region is achieved similar to TD-SLM 
with side-information.     

6. Conclusion 
In this paper, TD-SLM with polyphase rotations and 

blind detection for filtered SC-FDE was proposed. The 
joint blind identification and detection is carried out by 
calculating the MSE of the received block candidates 
generated from a set of phase rotation patterns. We also 
introduced the design criteria for polyphase rotations and 
the corresponding phase rotation patterns in order to allow 
the blind detection. Simulation results confirmed that 
filtered SC-FDE transmission using the proposed blind 
TD-SLM achieves low-PAPR transmission without 
degradation on throughput performance. 
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